February 25, 2020

**ADDENDUM NO. 2 TO SPECIFICATION NO. 1366W**
Corwin Booster Electrical Replacement

This addendum to the specifications is for the purpose of adding, clarifying, or deleting certain information to the construction drawings and project specifications as follows:

**SECTION P – CONTRACT DRAWINGS**

*DELETE* the following drawings in their entirety and replace with the attached drawings:

D-59085
D-59086
D-59094

---

Eastern Municipal Water District

Paul D. Jones II, P.E.
General Manager

PE: [Signature]
PM: [Signature]
DFE: [Signature]
DE: [Signature]

PDJ:JA:ae

**ATTACHMENTS:**
D-59085 Rev 1
D-59086 Rev 1
D-59094 Rev 1